Introduction
Models are widespread in systems engineering, and provide a mechanism for managing and controlling complexity when developing large-scale complex IT systems. Models help engineers capture essential information at a suitable level of abstraction, and reason about that information in precise ways. Models are at the heart of model-driven approaches to systems engineering. A key operation in model-driven engineering is model transformation, which is the practice of defining and implementing operations on models. Model transformations refine and/or evolve a model into a different artefact: a new model (e.g., expressed in a different language), an abstraction of the original model, text (e.g., source code), or some other representation needed for a specific domain context.
Model transformation approaches are becoming mainstream in model-driven engineering: there are now numerous model transformation languages and tools that allow the specification, implementation, orchestration and execution of transformations, applied to different languages and on different platforms. The research field is extremely active, with substantial research efforts in understanding the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to model transformation, foundational principles, semantics of transformation languages, and model transformation properties like modularity and composability. There is also substantial interest in treatment of model transformations as reusable assets-models in and of themselves-and on developing rigorous methodologies for the construction of transformations that are fit-for-purpose. Many of these issues are the focus of this special issue.
This special issue synthesises some of the advanced, stateof-the-art research in model transformation. The selected papers also provide an overview of current open issues and identify potential lines for further research. 
Selected papers for this special issue
From the 14 papers presented at the ICMT 2009 conference, we selected eight candidate papers for this special issue based on the Program Committee comments and scores, and the quality of the author presentations at the conference. The authors submitted extended version of their papers that underwent a thorough peer review process. There were two rounds of reviews and all papers were refereed by at least three well-known experts in the field. At the end of the review process, the following five papers were chosen: -Andrés Vignaga, Frédéric Jouault, María Bastarrica, and Hugo Brunelière, in their contribution entitled "Typing Artifacts in Megamodeling," investigate the need for typing within model management using a megamodel. They describe a practical implementation of their approach. The paper makes a core contribution by providing details on a dependent type system for ensuring safe composition of model transformations. -Esther Guerra, Juan de Lara, and Fernando Orejas, in "Inter-Modelling with Patterns," introduce a technique that uses declarative patterns that specify the relationships between models. The key result of the described work is a new approach to handle inter-modelling tasks by specifying patterns that describe relations in a declarative and relational style. The same pattern specifications can be used for various activities, such as model-to-model (M2M) transformation, model tracing, and model matching. -Perdita Stevens, in her paper, "A Simple Game Theoretic Approach to Checkonly QVT Relations," studies the possibilities and benefits of a lightweight model to explain the inherent complexity of checkonly QVT relations. The context of the paper is a discussion of challenges of the QVT-R stemming from semantic issues, with a newly proposed semantics designed to assist developers in understanding the semantics of a specific usage of the checkonly mode of QVT. -Roy Grønmo, Roy, Stein Krogdahl, and Birger Møller-Pedersen, in their paper entitled, "A Collection Operator for Graph Transformation," describe their work on providing a construct to match similar substructures in models. The authors present a collection operator for graph transformation that provides a concise formalism to specify similarity of subgraphs that can be matched and transformed. Algorithms are presented in the paper that define the matching rules for detecting similarity. -Yingfei Xiong, Hui Song, Zhenjiang Hu, and Masato Takeichi, in the paper "Synchronizing Concurrent Model Updates Based on Bidirectional Transformation," discuss the challenges of synchronizing concurrent updates in the presence of bidirectional transformations. Their contribution supports parallel model updates through bidirectional transformations, model differences and three-way merging. The paper offers an algorithm that uses model differences to adjust bidirectional transformations that synchronize pairs of updated models.
